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THE MEDIAZONE "OSCARS" FOR THE HONG KONG
BUSINESS COMMUNITY BESTOWS THE PRESTIGIOUS
"MOST VALUABLE ENTERPRISE IT PARTNER AWARD" ON
DYXNET GROUP
2018-06-04

"DYXNET HAS EARNED A REPUTATION AMONG ENTERPRISES AS A
MUCH TRUSTED IT PARTNER -- AND THIS ACCOLADE REWARDS OUR
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS"

HONG KONG, June 4, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- DYXnet Group
-- Greater China's leading carrier-neutral network service
provider -- has been singled out for glory in the prestigious
"Most Valuable Services Awards in Hong Kong" scheme,
widely regarded as the "Oscars" for the local business
community.
Run by Mediazone, one of Hong Kong's leading
English-language media organisations, the awards scheme
honoured DYXnet Group in 2013 with the "Hong Kong's Most
Valuable Company" and "Greater China's Most Valuable ICT
Service Provider" titles.
This year, DYXnet Group won the "Most Valuable Enterprise
IT Partner Award" in recognition of pioneering work in the
field of enterprise-grade network solutions over some 20
years.
A gala prize-giving ceremony was staged at the Hong Kong
Gold Coast Hotel on June 1, in conjunction with a forum on
smart city -- all under the theme "Smart Partners of Hong
Kong and Mainland China". There to represent DYXnet Group

were Hong Kong Sales General Manager Jeremy Cheng and
Floria Chan, Group Director of Marketing and Corporate
Communications.
During the presentation ceremony dinner, Jeremy Cheng
delivered a speech entitled "The Future of Enterprise IT in
Greater China" in which he explained how the rapid pace of
technology in Hong Kong and mainland China has made
"change" an almost daily occurrence in the business world.
Meanwhile, the smart city forum included presentations from
sizeable companies such as AECOM, AsiaPay and Philip
Morris.
DYXnet Group Founder and CEO Lap Man said: "We are
delighted to be singled out for honour by this
'Oscars-for-business' awards scheme and invited to speak at
the presentation ceremony. DYXnet has earned a glowing
reputation among enterprises as a much trusted IT partner -and this accolade rewards our outstanding achievements in
growth, innovation and marketing."
He added: "We have been equipping enterprises with
high-quality, reliable and scalable service for nearly two
decades, and will continue to capitalise on our strong local
foothold and nationwide network coverage to expand the
breadth and scale of the integrated solutions we tailor to client
needs."
Lap Man went on to explain how the Mediazone award was
especially encouraging for our team upon the Group's
mainland China operating company -- Shenzhen Diyixian
Telecom Company Limited -- which became one of the first
official members of the influential China Cross-border Data
Telecommunications Industry Alliance in March this year.

The Mediazone Group has been engaged in publishing and
organising events in Hong Kong since 1999, and is perhaps
best known for awards schemes that have been applauding
leading local brands for more than a decade.
The Group's editorial committee selects winners based on
achievement, contributions to Hong Kong, annual
performance and the leadership roles played in various
industries, as well as other factors.

